
5 WAYS ENDPOINT SECURITY WITH MAGNA5 
PROTECTS YOUR NETWORK



PROACTIVELY ELIMINATE VULNERABILITIES ACROSS YOUR ENDPOINTS

“I’m missing too many security updates and need help with company-wide patching      
rollouts to eliminate security gaps.”

Endpoint Security with Magna5 keeps your systems secure, current and optimized with regularly 
scheduled patch management to minimize risks and weaknesses used to exploit data breaches.

We provide deep visibility into every device and application running on-premise and in the cloud.

We can ensure all devices and applications are patched and updated.

We manage the entire patching and endpoint configuration process to proactively minimize
the vectors that attackers can exploit.

We test the validity of Windows updates against your current environment and roll them out
to your entire organization to ease the stress on your current staff.



PROTECT REMOTE WORKERS AND YOUR NETWORK BEFORE ATTACKS HAPPEN

“I need to detect attacks at the endpoint level to proactively prevent security risks.”

Endpoint Security with Magna5 uses advanced machine learning to prevent attacks across all 
major vectors. No matter where your employees are working, our rapid policy-driven incident 
response can detect and eliminate threats to make sure your remote workers are secure.

We combine attack prevention, detection, response and remediation into a single solution.

We protect Windows, Mac and Linux from a wide range of malicious attacks.

Both known and unknown cyber threats are monitored at every stage of their lifecycle.

Our AI self-learning tools can stop highly sophisticated malware, hacking tools, ransomware,
memory exploits, script misuse and other fileless attacks.



VISUALIZE ATTACKS WITH GRANULAR ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT CONTROL

“I need aggressive measures to boost detection and response times to cyber threats.”

Endpoint Security with Magna5 minimizes security risks with complete visibility into all endpoint 
environments. We detect and block an interactive session before the attack becomes active.

We provide full content and contextual awareness of users, files, applications and devices
connecting from outside your network for early warning detection.

We use policy-based configurations that can kill a process, quarantine or delete malicious
binaries before they do any damage.

We can generate forensic information and storyline visualizations mapping out the attack’s
point of origin and progression across endpoints in real-time.

Behavioral monitoring identifies patterns of suspicious behavior and compromised endpoints
with analysis of traffic flows to indicate possible threats.



GO BEYOND ANTIVIRUS WITH ACTIVE THREAT HUNTING

“I need better protection than what my current antivirus is providing us.”

Endpoint Security with Magna5 detects breaches that slip past antivirus. We collect and analyze 
every application scheduled to automatically execute when a computer boots up or a user logs 
in. As soon as a cyber-attacker establishes access, we’re there to kick them out.

We can proactively seek active footholds already embedded in your network as well as
advanced persistent threats.

We can reverse the effects of an attack with malware rollback that can eliminate an attack
before it’s executed.

We hunt for the unaddressed techniques cyber-attackers use to maintain access to their victims.

We don’t just alert. We remediate on the spot.



LET THE EXPERTS DO IT BETTER

“I need an extra set of eyes to watch over my network and endpoints.”

Endpoint Security with Magna5 gives you full access to our 24/7/365 Incident Response Operations 
Center - the focal point for detecting, analyzing and responding to cybersecurity incidents.

Our security engineers have in-depth experience knowing how to understand large quantities
of threats, discerning false positives and eliminating security risks that endanger your network
and endpoint defenses.

Our platform uses actionable threat intelligence data to not only identify threats and
vulnerabilities but also predict potential attacks by capturing suspicious behavior or
unauthorized access.

Through our Incident Response Operations Center, we automate the entire incident process,
relieving IT teams of error-prone manual migration procedures.

Our approach rapidly eliminates threats through proactive detection and response and 
returns files back to their trusted states.



WHY MAGNA5?

Fully-trained and certified security experts - We monitor endpoints for threats around the clock
to protect workstations, sensitive data and comply with industry and government regulations.

In-depth experience - We have years of experience knowing how to understand large quantities
of threats, discern false positives and eliminate security risks that endanger your customer’s
workstation defenses.

Unmatched visibility into your network - We monitor billions of events daily in real-time. Our
platform uses actionable threat intelligence and machine learning to both identify threats and
predict potential attacks by capturing suspicious behavior or unauthorized access.

Predictable pricing - Clients pay a predictable monthly charge, saving time and money while
filling skillset gaps with the right level of security know-how to combat today’s sophisticated
cyber landscape.
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